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(25) #14 x 1¼” BLK 
Self-Tapping Screws

Bottle of Cutting  
Fluid

Toolbox

BRZ Touch Up Paint 
Bottle

(2) ⅛” Router Bit  
w/½” Guide Bearing

Template for 1⅛” x 1” 
Hole, 1¼” x 1½” Hole, 

& 1½” x 1½” Hole

(25) #14 x 1¼” BRZ 
Self-Tapping Screws

#3 Phillips Bit

12” Bar Clamp

WHT Touch Up Paint 
Pen

#2 Square Head Bit

(10) 3000 Series 
E-Clips

BLK Touch Up Paint 
Pen

13/32” Drill Bit

(10) 4000 Series 
E-Clips

(2) ¼” x 12” Spacers

(10) 5000 Series 
E-Clips

This template kit includes the following items:

Fence Template Kit
Pictorial Parts List
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Fence Template Kit

Template Kit is used for routing rail holes in posts and as a general repair kit.  
All items from pictorial part list on the front page will be in toolbox .

Routing Instructions
1. TemplateXX will fit 2½” posts.  

NOTE: If routing holes in 2” post, place the ¼” spacersXX between the post and 
template.

2. Place inside cut out of template ¼” above desired hole location on the post.  
NOTE: The template is designed to be placed 1” above the top of the post to 
rout a hole 1” down from top of post.

3. Clamp template to post by pushing bar clampXX together until snug then tighten 
completely with handle. Keep bar clamp on backside of post to allow for router 
movement (see image to the right).

4. Pre-drill 13/32” hole using 13/32” drill bitXXXX where you want to start routing. Use 
cutting fluidXX to lubricate router bit with guide bearingXX and place router bit 
with guide bearing in hole. Hold router tight against template when you turn on 
power. Rout hole. 
NOTE: To avoid damaging template, always start routing in center of cut out. 
Carefully travel left to guide and rout clockwise around cut out, keeping router 
flat on template.

Touch Up Paint  
Use Touch Up paint for touching up any 
scratches or imperfections on posts, 
pickets, and rails.

Screws  
Use #14 x 1¼” screws for hardware 
installation, for example, hinges, latches, 
and miscellaneous applications. 

Screw Bits  
Use #3 Phillips bit and #2 square head 
bit as needed for screws. 

E-Clips  
E-Clips are for replacing pickets and e-clips in fence sections.

To replace a picket:
1. Determine which side of the picket e-clip is located. (All e-clips will be 

located on the same side in section.)
2. Insert a flat head screwdriver under rail between picket and e-clip.
3. Slide away from picket.
4. Repeat for all rails.
5. Insert new picket with pre-drilled holes facing e-clips.
6. Slide e-clip towards picket with a flat head screwdriver (or finger) until 

e-clip snaps into picket.

To replace an e-clip:
1. Using a needle nose pliers, squeeze the damaged e-clip together.
2. Twist and pull down.
3. To insert new e-clip, squeeze e-clip together.
4. Twist and insert e-clip above track inside of rail.
5. Slide e-clip toward picket with the flat head screwdriver (or finger) until 

e-clip snaps into picket.

Instructions and Information
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